
SATYA   FOUNDATION®

offers

CORPORATE YOGA & MEDITATION  

Modern world is a hotbed of tension. Do we realize that fast life, fast food, high expectation to excel in

personal  and  professional  life,  zeal  to  buy  material  requisites  of  wellbeing,  need  to  own high  end

gadgets and automobiles, frequent foreign tours … is all happening … but happening at the cost of one's

health.

Satya Yoga offers a unique program called THE INWARD JOURNEY …. which aims to deepen the very way

you look at your life both personally and professionally and the world you inhabit.

THE INWARD JOURNEY is a concept for holistic health and wellness which is nourished by the ancient

science of Yoga and Naturopathy.

Program Benefits

 Higher ability to perform & achieve
 Happier and stress free life/living
 Improved health
 Clarity of thought and action
 Enhanced perception
 Improved relationships
 Inner peace and wellbeing
 Personal development

Why CORPORATE YOGA?

Soon after college, we strive hard to get selected in the campus recruitment and get placed in the so

called 'DREAM COMPANY'. Do you think it is the end of struggle and you can stay happily – EVER AFTER?

While we experience constant stress, staring at a computer screen, making deals & skipping meals ,

demanding deadlines, negotiating pesky office politics though we are making money and appear to be

leading a comfortable life, the question is : “How Healthy Is Our Life”?



Don't ever be fooled by the glitz and glamor of either your personal or professional lives. If you ever

aspired to be an achiever, if you are spending your hard earned money on medical bills etc. or if you feel

that your colleagues/friends need a rewarding life,  this is the time to realize your longing through

experiencing yoga. 

And…the cult with corporates

Corporate  Yoga  is  the  present  day  mantra  in  most  progressive  organizations  around  the  globe.

Businesses are getting smarter by offering Yoga wellness programs to their employees. As an employee

benefit and preventive health measure, this proven stress reliever is a great low cost perk for your

employees. Corporate Yoga would like to offer you a package to heal, energize and keep your employees

happy and healthy, thus enhancing the positivity and productivity at workplace.

What we can do for you…

We have a customizable, meticulously planned wellness program to suit the individual needs as well as

the employer’s comforts. Our programs are beneficial to the employer in terms of increased man hours,

less  medical  insurance expenditures  and the employees  in  terms of  better  work  efficiency,  ease  of

working and healthier living.

We arrange for Corporate Yoga with certified yoga therapist and bring Yoga to your workplace. We also

arrange for yoga equipment, props, acupressure tools on request. 
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